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4. The Bliss Austin Sherlockian Collection 
 
When considering how Bliss Austin shaped the interests of other Sherlockians, it’s natural that one’s 
thoughts should turn to the preeminent collection he himself assembled — his own objets d’Holmes 
— which included thousands of individual pieces. The things he collected ran the gamut from 
“elderly” items dating to the 1880s, to surprisingly modern works by Andrew Peck and Richard 
Lancelyn Green, among others. A biography isn’t the place to catalog Bliss’s entire collection. What 
is appropriate here is to take a closer look at certain of the items in his collection to see how they 
reveal something of Bliss’s personality and interests.  

Bliss’s penchant for collecting Sherlockiana began as early as the 1920s, when the then-college 
aged Bliss devoured copies of Collier's, Hearst's and Liberty magazines for the Holmes stories they 
contained. As the Canon was still being written, he was able to obtain and save the magazines — 
rarities today — for pennies. Bliss himself sometimes dated his serious collecting to 1943, around 
the time he met Edgar W. Smith, and coinciding with public sales of material once owned by 
Vincent Starrett and William Randolph Hearst. Later, when he was intimately acquainted with the 
Irregulars, many of whom were collectors in their own right, Bliss became more studious and 
discerning in his efforts. Certainly by the early 1950s his collection ran a deep taproot. Notable for 
its scope, and remarkable for its quality, Bliss’s collection of papers, books, pirate editions, theater 
programs, letters, posters, original artwork and manuscripts was striking for quite another reason: it 
was extremely personal. There were personal inscriptions in many of the books, “To Bliss Austin,” 
from their authors. Other volumes, bought or given to him, bore the names and bookplates of his 
personal friends: Jay Finley Christ, Jim Montgomery, Vincent Starrett, Christopher Morley, Nathan 
Bengis, Edgar W. Smith and others. Actors and playwrights signed their scripts and photos for him. 
There were letters written and mailed to Bliss by people such as author Dorothy L. Sayers and 
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humorist James Thurber. Personal mementoes of other Irregulars — including the white “Oscar 
Meunier” plaster bust of Sherlock Holmes, a keepsake of Edgar W. Smith — decorated the wooden 
shelves in his basement. Even the manuscript of The Valley of Fear, written in longhand by Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle in 1914, was a novel whose lengthy flashback sequence was set in the area of 
Pennsylvania where Bliss attended college. Together these items held deep sentimental meaning for 
him. 

Visitors who were shown his collection invariably remarked on how overwhelming it seemed, 
and they weren’t speaking about sheer numbers of things, though there undoubtedly was a lot to see. 
Rather, it was the astonishing caliber of many of the items that sent people reeling. Bruce Kennedy, 
a young Irregular who had already seen several other pre-eminent collections, said he was slack-
jawed when Bliss showed him around the basement of the home on Buckingham Road. “John 
Bennett Shaw and Julian Wolff had quantity,” he recently remarked. “Bliss’s collection was all 
about quality. He had the finest things you could ever hope to see.”1 So many of the books, for 
example, were first editions or rare limited editions. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle himself had 
autographed many of the volumes Bliss acquired. Others bore the inscriptions of former owners 
including famous persons. Quite a few of the old books were in very good condition, some were 
considered to be in an excellent state, and a few were just short of pristine. Of the many volumes 
Bliss gathered, there were a couple of standouts considered remarkable both for their condition and 
rarity. These were a first edition of The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes (London, George Newnes, 
1894) and a second edition of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (London, George Newnes, 1893). 
Bliss acquired the pair in December 1956 from legendary New York rare books and manuscripts 
seller Lew David Feldman, for $750.00. Adding to their exceptional nature, both volumes still wore 
their paper dust jackets. The dust jacket on the Memoirs was in its original state, with only minor 
wear. The jacket on the Adventures had some professional archival restoration. Writing about these 
two specific volumes after Bliss’s death, noted rare books seller Peter Stern marveled that: 

Some still scoff, and some still rail at the premium dust jackets bring. Such folks 
might consider that for the thousands of copies of these editions sold by antiquarian 
booksellers in very nearly a century, there are only these with jackets. “Rare” is a 
word that has historically not been under-used by booksellers. In the present case, it 
can be used as a perfect example of proper usage.2 

Incredibly, many stories are told of Bliss urging people to hold or handle irreplaceable things 
from his collection — even the holographic manuscripts themselves. Paul Herbert visited Bliss and 
Janet Austin in July 1974. Herbert, now a member of the BSI, then was a young teacher on summer 
break. As soon as he arrived Bliss invited him to sit down, when suddenly “something was plopped 
into my lap. That ‘something’ was an 1887 Beeton’s Christmas Annual,” Herbert remembered. 

                                                 
1 Bruce Kennedy, November 4, 2013. 
2 Peter Stern, Selections from the Sherlock Holmes Collection of Dr. James Bliss Austin, Santa Barbara: Pepper & Stern 
Rare Books, 1990. (Pages unnumbered, entry #84) 
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“Needless to say, I handled it very carefully.”3 This was the magazine that first introduced Sherlock 
Holmes to the world; the novel A Study in Scarlet is found within its covers. Fewer than a dozen 
complete copies are known to exist.4 On another occasion, Bliss brought the Beeton’s to a local 
scion society meeting and invited the members to pass it around. “Somebody asked if it’s OK to 
hand it back and forth,” but Bliss seemed completely unperturbed about having people touch and 
turn its pages.5 Bliss himself called it “a very nice copy … the missing upper corner of the wrapper 
is its only defect.” Its pedigree was to be found in the inscription inside: “First Issue, First Edition of 
this impossibly rare book. V.S.” This expert opinion, and the initials, came from previous owner 
Vincent Starrett.6 This was the Beeton’s that Sotheby’s sold for $57,200 (including the buyer’s 
premium) following Bliss’s death.  

Yet another time Bliss brought one of his original Conan Doyle manuscripts to a literature class 
and allowed the students to handle it. The students “responded” to his trust, and their instructor 
remembered that they “were very careful” with the historic, handwritten sheets of paper.7 It was as if 
he wanted others to experience the magic emanating from the things he’d collected. Similar to this 
was an occurrence at a dinner meeting of the Pittsburgh scion society, The Fifth Northumberland 
Fusiliers, when Bliss pulled out his first book edition (1888) of A Study in Scarlet, “which he 
casually passed around for everyone’s inspection. I’m sure many in attendance had no idea of how 
rare the book was, nor did they adequately appreciate it.”8  

He did something similar at another meeting of the Fusiliers, circulating the manuscript of The 
Valley of Fear so the membership could see and touch it. This novel-length, handwritten book was 
perhaps the most extraordinary item in Bliss’s collection — and it was one of his personal favorites. 
The manuscript came into its own under Bliss Austin’s stewardship. He was responsible for rescuing 
and reuniting The Valley of Fear so that it was able to dodge the fate of many other literary treasures 
— broken or lost — throughout history. How Bliss did this is a story unto itself. 
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3 Paul Herbert, May 11, 2013. 
4 See www.bestofsherlock.com/beetons-christmas-annual.htm, number R21, for details of Beeton’s once owned by Bliss 
Austin.. 
5 Jim Zunic, April 23, 2013. 
6 Bliss Austin, Bibliomania; excerpted from his earlier letter to the Sherlock Holmes Journal vol. 5 no. 3. 
7 Bibliomania. 
8 Paul Herbert, May 11, 2013. 
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